Visual object tracking is one of the most fundamental tasks in the field of computer vision, and it has numerous applications in many realms such as public surveillance, human-computer interaction, robotics, etc. Recently, discriminative correlation filter (DCF)-based trackers have achieved promising results in short-term tracking problems. Most of them focus on extracting reliable features from the foreground of input images to construct a robust and informative description of the target. However, it is often ignored that the image background which contains the surrounding context of the target is often similar across consecutive frames and thus can be beneficial to locating the target. In this paper, we propose a background perception regulation term to additionally exploit useful background information of the target. Specifically, invalid description of the target can be avoided when either background or foreground information becomes unreliable by assigning similar importance to both of them. Moreover, a novel model update strategy is further proposed. Instead of updating the model by frame, we introduce an output evaluation score, which serves to supervise the tracking process and select high-confidence results for model update, thus paving a new way to avoid model corruption. Extensive experiments on OTB-100 dataset well demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method BPCF, which gets an AUC score of 0.689 and outperforms most of the state-of-the-art.
Introduction
Discriminative correlation filter (DCF) trackers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have shown remarkable progress in recent years. The first CFbased method is Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) [10] , which receives a speed of more than 600 frames per second (FPS). After that, many improvements have been made to escalate its performance. The circulant structure of sequences is exploited to augment training samples [1] . Kernelized correlation filter is proposed to get a multi-channel extension of linear correlation filters [9] . To integrate multi-resolution feature maps, continuous convolution operators for visual tracking are also proposed [4] and utilized by many state-of-the-art trackers, such as ECO [3] and CFWCR [12] , among which CFWCR exploits the great power of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) features without using any hand-crafted features such as HOG [18] or color names [19] , and achieves great performance in both accuracy and robustness. Afterwards, there are also trackers focusing on foreground feature selection [14] and reliability learning [20] .
However, most of these methods only focus on foreground information, while they do not take good advantage of the background information which is also beneficial for tracking. Moreover, most trackers update the model after each frame, or after every N frames by using a sparse update scheme to avoid the tracker being dominated by recent samples. Nevertheless, such trackers still suffer from model corruption since they update the model indiscriminately regardless of whether the tracking result is accurate or not.
In this paper, aiming at the above issues, we propose a novel tracker, background perception correlation filter tracker (BPCF), based on an improved version of ECO [3] , Correlation Filters with Weighted Convolution Responses (CFWCR) [12] , which achieves remarkable results on VOT challenges [21] . In order to better exploit and make full use of the background information of the input, we propose a background perception regulation term. Particularly, we first divide the search area of the input images into several small pieces. By introducing a regulation term that minimizes the sum of the L2 distances between the convolutional outputs of all possible pairs of the pieces, we assign similar importance to all the different small pieces regardless of whether the region belongs to the background or the foreground part of the input samples. In addition, as for the problem of indiscriminate model update, we introduce a novel model update strategy by computing a confidence score for the tracking result after every N frames, and only update the model when the confidence score is higher than a preset threshold, i.e., a particular proportion of the average of all the previous confidence scores. Figure 1 shows some qualitative results of our proposed method BPCF compared to some stateof-the-art on sample sequences of OTB-2015, from which we can see that our method outperforms all the other trackers. Moreover, quantitative results on OTB-2015 dataset show that our tracker BPCF has achieved state-ofthe-art performance.
To sum up, our work makes the following contributions:
We propose a new DCF-based tracking model which integrates a background perception regulation term to stress the equal contribution of the foreground and background information and a novel model update strategy to supervise the tracking results into a unified tracking framework.
A background perception regulation term is introduced to the existing CFWCR tracker to exploit the background information of the input samples and emphasize equal contributions of the background and foreground information to avoid the tracker being dominated by unreliable parts.
A novel model update strategy is proposed to avoid model corruption. Instead of updating the model by frame, we compute a confidence score for the tracking result after every N frames, and select high-confidence results for model update.
Related work
Correlation filter-based methods for visual object tracking have shown dominant results in recent years. The first CF-based tracker, MOSSE [10] , which only uses grayscale image and single-channel feature, could produce stable tracking results when initialized by a single frame and achieve the speed of 669 frames per second. After that, CF-based trackers become increasingly popular and have received impressive results on OTB-2015 object tracking benchmarks [22] . Due to the short of training samples when initializing the tracker, Henriques et al. [1] introduced the circulant structure of input images to augment training samples. Later, Henriques et al. [9] used kernel regression, which has exactly the same complexity as its linear counterpart, to combine different features and received better results. Nevertheless, using the circulant structure of image sequences could beget boundary effect. To solve this problem, Danelljan et al. [8] introduced a spatial regularization term. The proposed regularization weights penalize the correlation filter coefficient by assigning higher value at the edge of the filter and lower value at the central part. Spatial-temporal regularization term is also introduced by Danelljan et al. [10] . The new filter could be solved efficiently via alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and provide a 5× speedup. Later, Danelljan et al. [4] proposed continuous convolution operators to enable the integration of multi-resolution deep feature maps. Many subsequent trackers based on this received good results. Danelljan et al. [3] revised C-COT [4] by introducing a factorized convolution operator, a compact generative model, which significantly reduced the computational complexity. He et al. [12] exploited the great power of deep CNN features without using any hand-crafted features and got great performance both in accuracy and robustness. Gundogdu et al. [14] put forward the importance of feature selection. Sun et al. [20] introduced a joint discrimination and reliability learning method, which highlighted the importance of the foreground and its different reliability.
Most of the previous methods only focus on the foreground information and rely on hand-crafted features such as HOG and CN. Differently, we only take deep features as our input and propose a background perception regulation term to ensure that the background and foreground of the input samples have similar contributions during tracking. By adding this regulation term, the tracker is unlikely to be dominated by unreliable parts of the target object, which could solve the problem of overfitting. Moreover, a novel model update strategy is proposed. Instead of updating the model regardless of whether the tracking result is precise or not, we update only when the tracking result is reliable and stop updating when the tracking result is incorrect or the tracking target is undergoing severe occlusion
Methods
The approach is actually twofold: firstly, we found that the background information in a given image sequence is always similar in consecutive frames, which could help to recognize a given target efficiently. Thus, we introduce a background perception regulation term, which could help us additionally exploit the background information and learn a more robust correlation filter. Secondly, most existing trackers update the tracker indiscriminately regardless of whether the tracking result is precise or not. The problem of such update strategy is that when the target is experiencing severe occlusion or the tracking result is imprecise, it will cause the tracker to corrupt. To solve this problem, a self-adaptive model update strategy is proposed. We introduce an output evaluation score, where the score is lower while the object is being occluded or the tracking result is incorrect. We then can select those reliable samples to update the model.
Base framework
Our framework, like many other DCF trackers, is based on C-COT, a theoretical framework for learning continuous convolution operators. This kind of tracker adopted an implicit interpolation model for the training samples. Assuming each sample x j contains D feature channelsx 1 j ,x 2 j , …, x D j , N d as the number of spatial samples in x d j , where d ∈ {0, 1, 2, …, D}. Unlike the traditional DCF trackers, where each feature channel x d j ∈ℝ N d consists of N d discrete spatial variables, it transfers the feature maps into continuous spatial domain by introducing an interpolation kernel b d to get an interpolation operatorJ d :
where the interpolation kernel b d has a period of T (T > 0). Thus, the result N d {x d } is a continuous feature map with a period of T to be used for further computation. CFWCR framework negates hand-crafted features such as HOG [18] and CN [19] , and adopts CNN features to extract feature maps. Specifically, they use VGG-M [23] network pretrained on ILSVRC [24] dataset to extract multi-resolution continuous feature maps, and employ the first and the fifth convolutional layer as two deep feature channels. The filter f is trained by minimizing the following function:
where α j represents the importance of each training sample, and ω is the spatial regulation term to avoid boundary effect. The convolution responses of the two channels are weighted summed to get a final confidence response:
where the feature maps extracted from the first and fifth convolutional layers are first interpolated using Eq.1 and then convoluted with filter f a and f b trained by Eq.2. The assigned weights W 1 and W 2 denote the significance of each layer.
Background perception
We propose a background perception regulation termR(h, X), by which we regulate the filter to assign larger importance to the region where the extracted feature map X has a smaller value. By this means, we can assign similar importance to different regions of the training samples and avoid the tracker being dominated by unreliable parts. The regulation term can be formulated as:
where x k, d ∈ ℝ K × 1 is the kth cyclically shift of the input vector x d ∈ ℝ K × 1 for the dth channel. crops the samples to the mth sub-region. h d ∈ ℝ K × 1 is the target filter of dth channel. To simplify Eq.4, the formula is rewritten as follows:
where P m ¼ diagðP m 1 ; :::
ℝ DK ÂK is a matrix that fits all the circulant matrices of different channels together. h ∈ ℝ DK × 1 is the ultimate filter. By introducing this background perception term, the filters are learned by minimizing the following objective:
where y is the predefined Gaussian window objective function. The binary mask P m ¼ diagðP m 1 ; :::; P m D Þ∈ ℝ DK ÂDK is a block diagonal matrix where P m d is the dth diagonal block. Input sample X ¼ ½X T 1 ; X T 2 ; :::; X T D T ∈ ℝ DK ÂK is a matrix that fits all the circulant matrices of different channels together. And h ∈ ℝ DK × 1 is the ultimate filter that we get.
To get the optimal filter h, we can solve the minimization problem by using conjugate gradient descent method. We first compute the derivative of Eq.7, and then set it to zero to get the following equation:
where A is defined as:
To solve the normal equation by conjugate gradient descent method, we employ the following iterative procedure:
where we set h 0 = 0, r 0 = Xy, P 0 = r 0 . And the number of conjugate gradient descent iterations is set to 5.
Target localization
In the target localization step in Nth frame, we first extract the feature map x of the search region. x d denotes the feature map of the dth channel. The convolutional outputs of the two channels are computed by convolution operation and then weighted summed up to get a final confidence response S h (x). The convolution process is computed in Fourier domain to reduce the computing burden. 
where d = 2 and the two feature channels are the first and the fifth convolutional layer of VGG-16 net pretrained on ILSVRC dataset. And α d is the weight of each layer which denotes the importance of each feature channel.
Model update strategy
Most of the existing state-of-the-art DCF-based trackers update the tracking model after each frame [8, 10] . These methods suffer from model corruption since they update the model indiscriminately no matter the tracking result is accurate or not. Moreover, the model is easy to be dominated by recent frames, in which case, if the tracking result of the recent frames is imprecise, the tracking mission is prone to be failed. Thus, when the target object is experiencing severe background cluster, deformation, and occlusion, the model will become highly unreliable. Other trackers such as ECO [3] and CFWCR [12] adopt the sparser updating scheme, where the filter is only updated by starting the optimization process at every N frames. Specifically, the traditional method of model update usually sets N = 1, and the sparser updating method mostly sets N = 5. By applying this scheme, the tracker could avoid being dominated by recent samples. Nevertheless, the problem of indiscriminate model updating still exists. Our proposed model update strategy also adopts the sparse updating scheme, but unlike the traditional methods where the input samples extracted from each frame are used to update the model, we compute a confidence score for the tracking result and discard those with the confidence less than a threshold, i.e., a certain proportion of the average of all the previous scores. The confidence score for the tracking result is defined as:
where F max and F min denote the maximum and minimum value of the confidence response S h (x). F x, y denotes the xth row and the yth column of S h (x). In this equation, we can see that the confidence score is in direct proportion to the peak value of the response and in inverse proportion to the standard deviation of the response. Figure 3 illustrates the significance of the proposed method, from which we can see that when the target object is experiencing severe occlusion, the confidence score will reduce drastically due to the reduction of the peak value of the confidence response S h (x) and the increase of the standard deviation of the response. When the output localization of the object is inaccurate, the fluctuation of the confidence response is far more intense and the confidence score reduces significantly. Moreover, the confidence response of different sequences can vary a lot while all of their tracking results are good. Thus, we cannot choose an invariable threshold to decide whether the result is reliable or not. We use the historical average values of the computed score as a testing criterion. If the computed score of the current frame is greater than its respective historical average values with a certain ratio, which is set to 0.6 in our proposed method, the output is considered reliable. In sum, by applying our novel model update strategy, we could discard those unreliable training samples during the process of tracking and only preserve the reliable ones for model update.
Tracking with background perception and selfadaptive template update
The algorithm flow of our proposed method is described in Table 1 . For the target localization step, we compute the confidence response S h (x) with Eq. (11) and then optimize S h (x) by the standard Newton's method. The optimization process will be completed in 5 iterations. As for the update step, we first calculate the confidence score S of the tracking result for the current frame and stop model update while the result has low confidence. The filter h is optimized with Eq. (8) by conjugate gradient descent method.
Results and discussion
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate our proposed method BPCF and compare it with state-of-the-art DCF-based trackers. We first present the implementation details in Section 4.1. Then we compare our tracker with its baseline CFWCR [12] tracker and some other state-of-the-art trackers on OTB-2015 dataset [22] both quantitatively and qualitatively in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.
Implementation details
Our proposed method is implemented in MATLAB using Matconvnet tools, and the basic settings are the same as CFWCR. The features are extracted from the conv1 layer and the conv5 layer. The relative weight σ = W 2 /W 1 is set to 2. The search image is 4 times the size of the target object. The maximum number of stored training samples is set to 50, and the learning rate is 0.012 with a raining gap 5. The parameter of the proposed regulation term is set to 1.5. 
Quantitative evaluation
In this section, we mainly evaluated our algorithm on OTB-2015 [22] benchmark. We tested our tracker on all the 100 sequences with tracking difficulties including illuminate variation, out-of-plane rotation, scale variation, occlusion, deformation, motion blur, fast motion, in-plane rotation, out of view, background clutter, low resolution, etc. One commonly used evaluation metric is the overlap score, which is defined as R t ∩ R g /R t ∪ R g , where R t denotes the bounding box of the tracking result and R g denotes the ground-truth bounding box. Given a threshold between 0 and 1, we can get an average success rate by comparing the overlap score and the certain threshold. The main criteria of OTB-2015 to determine whether the result is good or not is the area under the curve (AUC) of each success plot, which is the average of the success rates corresponding to different overlap thresholds. In our experiment, we use the area under the curve (AUC) to generate the success plot of OPE.
Baseline comparison
We first compare BPCF with the based work CFWCR. Both are tested on OTB-2015 benchmark. We can see in Fig. 4 that the performance of BPCF is escalated in all the situations including illuminate variation, out-ofplane rotation, scale variation, occlusion, deformation, motion blur, fast motion, in-plane rotation, out of view, background clutter, low resolution, etc. As shown in Fig. 4 , our tracker has a significantly better performance compared with CFWCR. By implementing the background perception regulation term and the self-adaptive model update strategy jointly, the performance of our tracker improves by about 4%.
To get a better evaluation, we extend our experiment on OTB-2015 benchmark by first separately implement our proposed background perception regulation term and model update strategy and then integrate them up at the same time. Table 2 shows the analysis of our contributions, from which we can see that our tracker BPCF has a significantly better performance compared with the based tracker. By implementing the background perception regulation term, our tracker improves by about 3.6%, and by adding the self-adaptive model update strategy furthermore, it improves by about 4%.
State-of-the-art comparison
Here, we use both success plots and the precision plots [22] over all 100 videos on OTB-2015 dataset to analyze our approach BPCF. In the evaluation of success plots, the area under the curve (AUC) of success plots is used to rank the trackers. The precision plot reports the average distance precision score at 20 pixels for each method. We conduct extensive experiment and compare our tracker with 10 state-of-the-art methods: MEEM [25] , C-COT [4] , CFWCR [12] , ECO [3] , DeepSRDCF [26] , SRDCF [8] , Staple [27] , SiameseFC [28] , DSST [29] , and KCF [9] . The evaluation results of our proposed tracker BPCF and the 10 competitive trackers are demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6 , from which we can see that among all the existing trackers including some DCF-based trackers and some CNN based trackers, C-COT [4] and our based method CFWCR [12] provide the best results on both success plots and precision plots. The result of our proposed method BPCF outperforms both of them and provides the best result of 0.689 AUC score and 0.905 precision score. Besides, ECO [3] with hand-crafted features gets an AUC score of 0.641 and a precision score of 0.854, and SRDCF [26] with deep features gets an AUC score of 0.634 and a precision score of 0.851. Other trackers have an AUC score less than 0.6 and a precision score less than 0.8.
Qualitative evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our tracker alone with some other state-of-the-art trackers qualitatively, the tracking results of BPCF along with ECO, C-COT, CFWCR, etc. are presented in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7a , the results of the sequence bird2 is shown, in which the tracking target is undergoing out-of-plane rotation and occlusion. We can intuitively see from the result that, among all the trackers, BPCF tracker works best and remains the most robust. All the other trackers drift more or less during tracking. Figure 7b shows the results of the sequence carscale, where the tracking target is experiencing scale variation and occlusion. We can see from the figure that BPCF tracker stays stable while the target object experiences severe occlusion. The other trackers experience overfitting while the object's scale varies.
In Fig 7c, the results of the sequences matrix and skat-ing1 are presented, where target objects are undergoing illuminate variation. We can see from the result of the sequence matrix that due to the illuminate variation, other trackers experience some degree of imprecision, while BPCF remains the most robust. In the sequence skating1, CFWCR, and C-COT have lost the target halfway, while BPCF and ECO remain robust to the end of the sequence.
In Fig. 7d , we present the tracking result of sequences tiger1 and tiger2, in which motion blur and occlusion occur frequently. It is shown in the figure that all of the trackers managed to track the target successfully, although CFWCR has some occasional drift.
In Fig. 7e , the tracking results of sequences football and football1 are given. Background clutter can be seen in these two video sequences. We can see from Fig. 6e that when the target is occluded by other similar objects, all the other trackers except BPCF have a certain degree of drift. In the sequence football, one of the trackers even fail to locate the correct object after the occlusion.
Conclusions
In this paper, we discard the traditional use of the handcraft features and adopt deep features only for visual tracking. Moreover, we propose a background perception regulation term to alleviate the overmuch highlighting of the foreground of the input training samples. By making full use of the background information, our tracker works more robustly. The self-adaptive model update strategy is also implemented to avoid model corruption by selecting high confidence tracking results as training samples. We evaluate our method on OTB-2015 benchmark and experimental results show that our tracker achieves the state-of-the-art performance. 
